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Automatic Pet Feeder WIFI mini Dogness (white)

WIFI mini Dogness smart food dispenser (white).
In the age of modern technology, even caring for our four-legged friends is becoming easier and more efficient. The WIFI mini Dogness
smart food dispenser is an example of a device that combines advanced technology with concern for the needs of our pets. Its compact
design,  the  ability  to  remotely  control  it  through  an  app,  and  a  number  of  features  to  ensure  safe  and  hygienic  feeding,  make  it  an
indispensable helper in any home where a dog lives. With Dogness, you can be sure that your pet is fed regularly, healthily and safely,
even when you're not around.
 
Remote control and monitoring
With  WiFi  connectivity  and a  dedicated app,  the  Dogness  smart  food dispenser  allows  you to  control  your  pet's  feeding  process  from
anywhere. You can set a feeding schedule, adjust portion sizes and monitor the amount of food in the container. The app also alerts you
when the food level is low, so you'll always know when it's time to refill. It's convenience and peace of mind for any owner.
 
Hygienic stainless steel bowl
Food-grade stainless steel  feeding bowl is  a guarantee of  hygiene and health safety for your pet.  It  is  easy to disassemble and clean,
which prevents the growth of bacteria and protects against cystitis in pets. This is an important aspect for owners who care about the
health of their pets.
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Anti-clogging system
A  unique  patent,  using  an  impeller  to  prevent  clogging,  guarantees  reliability  and  continuity  of  the  feeding  process.  Thanks  to  this
solution, you can rest assured that your pet's feeding will not be unexpectedly interrupted, and feeding will run smoothly and efficiently.
 
Double power protection
With unforeseen situations in mind, such as a power outage, the Dogness smart food dispenser is  equipped with a dual  power supply
system. It supports both USB and battery power, ensuring continuous feeding even in difficult conditions. It's an extra layer of security so
you don't have to worry about your pet's hunger.
 
Compact design and capacity
The compact size of the dispenser (346 x 188 x 259mm) makes it fit into any corner of the house without taking up much space. Despite
its small size, its 2L container is capable of holding as much as 1kg of food, ensuring efficient and long-lasting feeding without the need
for constant refilling.
 
 
BrandDognessModelF05  (Melamine)WiFi  connectivityYesMaterialABSWeight1.2kgCapacity2LDimensions346  x  188  x
259mmColorWhiteBowlPlastic

Preço:

Antes: € 66.5061

Agora: € 54.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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